SWETT ELECTED PRESIDENT
STUDENT COUNCIL—JUNIOR
DELEGATES VOTE TESTED

Arnold Adams chosen Vice-President—Omission
of Name from Ballot of Junior Representative
Nullifies Monday's Election—New
Election To Take Place In Near Future
To Decide Vacant Junior Seats

Lucile Jack Women's President

Mary Gardner Elected Vice-President; Student
Government Officer in Contest for Some Offices—General
Student Voting System

Robert B. Roett, '32, of New York City, Mass., was elected Presi-
dent of Student Council during General College Elections, Monday.
Arnold Adams, '33, was returned as Vice-president. Due to a core
in printing the ballots, all Junior candidates for Secretary-Treasurer, will be rerun on it a subsequent auxiliary
delegate to take places in the near future.

Lucile Jack, '32, of Fall Falls, was the unsuccessful candidate for
the presidency of Women's Student Government. Mary Gardner, '33, as Vice-president and Angelita D'Errico, '32, as Secre-
tary-Treasurer.

Lucile C. Jack, prominent member of the class of '32, was elected presi-
dent of the Women's Choral Club. She is a member of the A Cappella
Choral Society and has been a member of the Bates Outing Club.

Night Sky Motif, Favors and Good
Band at Soph Hop

The annual Sophomore Hop, held Saturday evening, March 19, in
the gymnasium of the College, was a successful one. Their waltzes
right, protected the election of

The new editor, who in pre-
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The annual Sophomore Hop, held
in the gymnasium of the College, was a successful one. Their waltzes
right, protected the election of

Bond, Loomer, Head Religious Interests of Men

The Senior class of the College has chosen them to serve as heads of the
various religious organizations. The election was held March 19.

General College Average for Voting 84 per cent

The general election was held March 19. The official count of the
student body was 642. The total number of ballots cast was 470.
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A Word Of Farewell

Because the college year has always had a dispassionating habit of speeding by at a breathless pace, the final page of the Student is not very far away. Although many ideas which at this moment may seem significant will be forgotten in a few years, the voices raised in our halls have not been in vain. The earnestness and dedication which have been so apparent will not be easily forgotten by the alumni of Bates College.

Student government has worked for a higher level of self-government and a more democratic rather than autocratic institution. W. A. A. has acquired the Parent and Parent which forces everyone to "play for the boat's sake" and to act as a significant entity in personal life. The W. C. C. is in addition to successfully fulfilling its established purposes, attempting to attract an informal gathering of the women after dinner in The Student. These after-dinner gatherings offer an opportunity to women, at least, of expressing themselves. We want to let you in on the fact that we have been accomplishing this through the encouragement of all our activities.

We sincerely hope that you, our successor, may enjoy the same advantages that we have had. We encourage you to visit us at your convenience and improve the status of your alma mater.

Words Of Passage

OUR EDITORIAL ON PEPSI last week was not intended to be a malicious attack. It was merely a protest against the attempt to commercialize college life. We are not concerned with the sale of cold drinks, but rather with the sale of our lives to the least possible advantage. We believe that a college education is far more valuable than the price of a bottle of Pepsi. The Student is not a newspaper, but a forum for the expression of the thoughts and feelings of its members.

OUR FRUCTIONS DO is the debating squad and its contretemps, which are often amusing. The Student is not a mouthpiece for the administration, but a reflex of the student body. We can express our grievances and our hopes without fear of retribution. Our voices are heard, and we can make a difference.

THE OUTING CLUB AND CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS could be divided into two distinct groups, the one seeking to promote wholesome recreation, and the other fostering religious instruction. Both have their place in college life, and it is important to maintain a balance between the two.

SUMMARY

Pepperidge Farm, 1100 Main Street, New York, New York.

For the love of Mike, stop this nonsense. It is destroying the college community as we know it. The Student is not a vehicle for the administration to promote its pet projects, but a forum for the expression of the true college spirit. We believe that the college year should be one of learning, growth, and personal development, not one of commercialization. We urge the administration to consider the interests of its students before making decisions that affect our lives.

Sincerely yours,

Chairman of the Student Council
All World Honors Goethe, German Literary Genius

Died in March, 100 Years Ago—Begun to Write
When Young—Versatile Genius—Interested
In Botany and Optics

By William S. Morton

This year marks the one-hundredth anniversary of the death of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. He was born on August 28, 1749, in Frankfurt, near the Taunus Hills, and was the only son of a wealthy merchant. He was the eldest of five children. He was a precocious and versatile boy, and it was evident from an early age that he would make a remarkable contribution to the world of letters.

Goethe was a prolific writer and was known for his contributions to poetry, drama, prose, and philosophy. He was a versatile genius and was interested in many fields, including science, philosophy, and art. He was also a diplomat and a statesman, and he played a significant role in the cultural life of his time.

The most significant friendships of Goethe were with his closest confidants, including his lifelong friend, Wolfgang von Kempelen, who was an accomplished mathematician and physicist. Goethe was also a member of the Iluminati, a secret society that was dedicated to the study of science and the advancement of knowledge.

Goethe was a proponent of the idea that all knowledge is interconnected and that the arts and sciences are not separate but are complementary. He was a utopian in his thinking, and he believed that a society that was based on reason and science would be a better place than one that was based on superstition and tradition.

Goethe was a great influence on the cultural life of his time, and his work continues to be studied and admired today. His contributions to literature, science, and philosophy have had a lasting impact on the world, and he is remembered as one of the greatest minds of the eighteenth century.
BATES TRACK STARS TO ENTER
PENN DISTANCE MEDLEY RACE

Prospects for 2-Mile Relay Team Dimmed by
Eligibility Rule Which Eliminates Cole,
Texas, Finneran, Juniors Trail

THOMAS MURRAY

After taking his usual warm-up exercises at Franklin Field, Philadelphia, Saturday, Coach J. W. A. Chapman, with the usual team except James H. Carroll, 23, Captain, and Delmar Finneran, 23, last year’s half mile man, returned from New York, Zane, Saturday night. He will be back in the afternoon for the meet. On account of the recent snows, the team was unable to practice on the track this week and will be off for a week. They will then be ready for the Penn Relays. The meet will be on April 23 and 24, with a couple of days for practice in between. They will then be ready for the meet. The meet will be on April 23 and 24, with a couple of days for practice in between. They will then be ready for the meet.

FRESH TAKE INTER-CLASS MEET—
Malloy, Carlin Perform Well

New Track Prospects Please Coach Thompson—
Samsontourmos, Juniors Trail

By THOMAS MURRAY
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Hockey Men Elect
Joseph Murphy as New Ice Captain

By HARRY KEMP

Joseph Murphy was elected by the hockey team to the new position of ice captain.

The Blue Line

The Athletic Council at Bates is composed of four classes and is under the direction of the President of the W. A. A., Rosemary Malloy, 23. It is composed of four classes and is under the direction of the President of the W. A. A., Rosemary Malloy, 23.
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Artists at the Society of the Four Centuries will be in residence in the college for the winter. They will be in residence in the college for the winter.
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